February 23, 1999
Sayuri Rajapakse
Attorney-Advisor,
Office of Policy and International Affairs
U.S. Copyright Office
Copyright GC/I&R
PO Box 70400
Southwest Station
Washington, DC 20024

Dear S. Rajapakse:

On behalf of the National Federation of Abstracting and Information Services (NFAIS), I am writing in
reply to the formal comments that were submitted as part of the Copyright Office hearings on the
promotion of distance education through digital technologies. An NFAIS representative attended the
hearings held in Washington, DC on January 26, 1999, and we have since reviewed the formal comments
that have been posted on the Web. We applaud your efforts to develop recommendations for Congress
that will maintain “ an appropriate balance between the rights of copyright owners and the interests of
users.”1 However, having heard the discussions at the hearing and now having read the comments, we
are concerned by your statement that “such recommendations may include legislative changes.”2
Our concern is rooted in the following: 1) Electronic databases have very little protection under the
current copyright law; further usage exemptions will only dilute what little protection is afforded by
copyright and contract law; 2) the Academic community itself has widely diverse opinions regarding the
database usage exemptions that are being sought and how the community can prevent abuse of those
exemptions; and 3) the requirement to submit recommendations to Congress by April 28, 1999 does not
allow sufficient time for discussion of the many significant issues that have been identified as a result of
the hearings - issues that must be resolved before any legislative changes can be put forth if the
aforementioned goal of “ balanced needs” is to be satisfactorily reached. Let me further clarify these
concerns.
Lack of Database Protection
Database owners have been aggressively seeking electronic database protection since the Feist decision in
1991 - to no avail. Even the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (H. R. 2281) was passed without the
inclusion of specific database protection measures, primarily as a result of protest from the user
community. Two of the major reasons given by users for not moving forward with database protection
legislation were: 1) the combination of legal, contractual and technological protections available today is
adequate; and 2) it is critical to proceed with great caution in this area given the risk of unintended
negative consequences. 3 Ironically, users are now attempting to be exempted from the very protection
that they said made legislative changes unnecessary - license agreements, technology, and the right to
refuse to license if certain needs are not met.
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Licenses
A repetitive theme in support of legislative exemptions for educational uses of digital information is that
database license fees can be expensive and that data owners impose too many restrictions. Let me quote
from some of the comments:
“…it has been demonstrated that licenses can undermine privileges available to libraries and educational
institutions,….deny access based solely on cost.”4
“If licensing of educational materials were inexpensive enough to allow schools to be involved with
interactive, digitally delivered distance educational materials then it might not be necessary to allow for
exemptions.”5
“A compulsory license provision in the copyright law, which allows educational institutions to
disseminate materials by digital technologies quickly and easily, may be a viable alternative to a distance
education exemption”6
“Vendors require us to restrict access of their content to students, faculty and staff and we must
demonstrate that we are capable of doing that to their satisfaction.”7
“Most of the difficulties in the licensing have nothing to do with the process - most involve the
overarching concern that we live in a society of “information haves” and “information have-nots”, and the
gap between the two is ever-increasing due to the rising cost of information.”8
The major complaint against licenses is not the negotiation process. Indeed, the process has improved
significantly in the past few years and licenses are helping to balance the needs between users’ needs and
owners’ rights as noted in the following quote from a noted librarian:
“What many have come to realize during the current licensing activities is
that the license arrangements that libraries and publishers currently are making
might, in fact, be achieving what we once expected from legislation and getting
us there more quickly.”9
Licenses allow flexibility in meeting the needs of a wide spectrum of users, and facilitate the adoption of
reasonable usage agreements based upon the unique and often diverse needs of each user population.
The major complaints against licenses are primarily related to money (not a copyright issue) and
secondarily related to the fact that data owners want to be assured that their data can and will be
protected.
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NFAIS Members believe that in the absence of database protection legislation, the security
provided to data owners by licenses is essential. Any legislative exemptions that will negate licenses or
the technological protection requirements contained therein, will leave data owners extremely
vulnerable. Which leads me to the second source of concern - technology.
Technological Protection
As noted earlier, the use of technological protection (encryption, watermarking, time-outs, etc.) was cited
by users as one of several measures that provide adequate substitution for database protection legislation.
However, there now appears to be mixed opinions among users as to the degree of security that such
devices actually provide and on the amount of technological protection, if any, that should be imposed
upon educational users of digital information. Again, I will quote from the published comments:
“The inherent security of these diverse technologies varies greatly.”10
“…the contemplated prohibition (against circumvention of technological measures to protect copyrighted
works) poses significant problems for distance educator providers.”11
“States may wish to explore negotiating yearly payment for “blanket” educational licensing so long as the
state and educational institutions keep control over use (for instance: materials can be used in courseware
and course work but not broadcast or used for personal projects unrelated to teaching in an enrolled
setting). However, this may be difficult to control and police.”12
“Currently NVCC has not developed specific programs to protect the security of digital education
programs.”13
“Products that incorporate these technologies (cryptographic algorithms) are able to prevent unauthorized
use of copyright materials, but do not serve to prevent unauthorized retention or re-use of copyright
materials. Digital watermarking technologies provide some level of protection against unauthorized re-use
of copyrighted materials, but this is still an active area of research, and the answers are not yet
complete.”14
NFAIS Members realize that educational institutions acknowledge the need for data protection and are
struggling with the implementation of technological devices that will provide security for digital
information. Their distance education programs vary, but many are international in scope, providing
fertile and widespread ground for potential information piracy. However, the requisite security for such
programs is not yet in place.
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NFAIS members believe that legislative exemptions should not be given for the use of digital
information in distance learning due to the current absence of secure technological measures that will
protect that information - a void that has been openly acknowledged by the user community.
The Right of Refusal
During the many debates on database protection legislation, the user community stated that legislation
was not needed because data owners could refuse to sell or license their property if they were concerned
with possible abuse. However, some proponents of legislative exemptions for the use of digital
information in distance learning appear to believe that data owners should not have the right to say “no”:
“Regardless of the purpose of use…there are publishers…that refuse to allow any of their works to be
made available in digitally delivered distance education courses. As a result, UMUC cannot arrange to
deliver these materials because the publishers simply refuse to allow their works to be digitized and
delivered online.”15
“There have been difficulties in receiving permission from copyright holders when the materials are
delivered over an interactive video system. This has caused certain materials not to be used, and the
quality of the lesson to be diminished”16
“If a work is not so available (via licensing at a fair price), educators need the right to digitize it and
display and perform it to students…regardless of the student’s location…This would provide an
appropriate incentive to content owners to make their works available efficiently and at a fair price, while
giving Universities the right to use works whose owners do not step up to the plate, so to speak.”17
At the hearing on January 26, 1999 some of the presenters also expressed the opinion that as long as a
reasonable fee were to be paid, a data owner should not have the right to refuse the use of their material in
digital format for the use of distance education, and if the price isn’t “fair” the law should give them the
right to use it without paying
NFAIS members believe that intellectual property should not be treated differently from any other
legally-owned property, and that any owner should have the right to refuse the use of his property for
good and sound reasons. If this is not the case, then there is no such thing as property and no such
thing as theft.
Lack of Agreement in the User Community
The answers to the questions posed to all those who submitted comments regarding the use of digital
information in distance education clearly indicated a lack of agreement within the user community. Some
believe that exemptions should be granted to those who use only a portion of a work, while others believe
that a quality education requires the use of complete works, particularly in educational settings where
poetry, advertising, films, photography, etc. are being discussed. Some believe that exemptions should be
for degree programs, others want exemptions for all continuing education programs. Some believe that
exemptions should be provided for programs that limit information access to registered students and
faculty. Others define the user community much more broadly - students, faculty, consultants, employees,
etc. Some expressed concern over the quality of distance education, the need for standards for accredited
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programs, etc. Most believe that exemptions should only apply to non-profit educational institutions,
clearly stating that competitive programs from for-profit organizations such as the Learning Center should
be excluded from any exemptions.
NFAIS Members believe that at present there is insufficient consensus within the user community and
between users and data owners as to how exemptions for the use of digital information in distance
learning should be applied, and that more discussion - between data owners and data users - is
required in order to reach a satisfactory balance between the needs of both communities.
Additional Time Required for Discussions
In 1998 the user community stated that it was critical to proceed with great caution in changing copyright
legislation in order to prevent any negative consequences as a result of database protection. We believe
that this same caution needs to be applied to any legislative exemptions for the use of digital information
in distance learning. This form of education is growing, has penetrated industrial settings, and is global
in scope, as noted in the following quotes:
“ The Business School’s Global MBA program uses telecommunication technology to deliver
approximately 25% of its instruction.”18
“At present, more than 6,200 UMC students are enrolled in 150 online courses and are able to fulfill all of
the requirements for seven different degrees online,…and for more than 50 years, UMUC has provided
educational opportunities to United States armed services personnel in Europe and Asia under a contract
with the Department of Defense.”19
“For the past nine years, NCSU has offered courses leading to a Bachelor’s degree in business
management to working adults who are employees of the IBM facility at Research Triangle Park. Courses
are taught on-site at the IBM facility.”20
“With the sponsorship from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the university is the home of the
Air Pollution Distance Learning Network (APDLN), which is a satellite-based video training network.
This program is exploring the use the World Wide Web for delivery of course materials, and several of the
programs have been broadcast worldwide using the Mbone technology on the Internet”21
“Virtually every university in the United States is involved in some form of distance education, as is
almost every community college district. In addition, universities are relying more heavily on digital
information to enhance the traditional classroom environment. …Therefore we are likely to see an
increase in the use of digital and Internet-based material access for distance and traditional education.”22
As was pointed out in the hearings, distance education is not new. It began with correspondence courses
more than a century ago. What is new is the application of digital technology to distance education and
the growing application of such technology to the traditional on-site campus education. However, this
technology is relatively new, the devices necessary for data protection are relatively undeveloped, and
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the user population is generally unaware of copyright law and the issues surrounding intellectual
property. We are in the early stages of developing a computer-literate information society. That society
must be developed and protected by a legal framework that sets the stage for its successful development
and growth. It is far too soon to be establishing legislative exemptions when the legal framework itself
has not yet been fully established and tested.
NFAIS Members believe that in today’s copyright environment database protection is limited. We rely
on protection through license agreements, through technology, and through the right to request a
certain level of assurance that security measures are being taken to prohibit data abuse. These
methods were cited by users as being a reasonable substitute for legislative protection of data owners
rights, and without legislative protection or some other form of protection we cannot support legislative
exemptions from these practices.
Summary
However, we do believe that quality education is essential, not only for the future well-being of the United
States, but for that of Society as a whole. We wish to work with the user community and the Copyright
Office in seeking a satisfactory solution to the current dilemma, and we believe that we have the necessary
expertise and experience to serve in such a role. NFAIS Members represent more than 50 of the world’s
leading producers of database and information services in the sciences, engineering, social sciences,
business, and the arts and humanities. Some of our members have been creating databases and their
forerunners for more than a century and all are experienced in handling issues related to the creation,
dissemination, and usage of digital information. We offer our collective experience to you in all further
activities related to developing your recommendations to Congress on this critical issue.
This reply is submitted on behalf of the Officers and Board of Directors of the National Federation of
Abstracting and Information Services.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Kaser, Executive Director
National Federation of Abstracting and Information Services
1518 Walnut St., Suite 307
Philadelphia, PA 19102
215 893-1561 (Phone)
215 893-1564 (Fax)
e-mail: kaser@nfais.org
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National Federation of Abstracting and Information Services (NFAIS)
1998 – 1999 Membership
Academic Press
Access Innovations
American Association for the Advancement of
Science
American Association of Retired Persons
American Economic Association
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
American Institute of Physics
American Meteorological Society
American Petroleum Institute
American Psychological Association
American Theological Library Association
Ardito Information & Research
Bibliography of the History of Art
BIOSIS
Booz-Allen & Hamilton
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
Center for Communications Programs
Chadwyck-Healey
Chemical Abstracts Service
Chescot Publishing
Congressional Information Service, Inc.
The Copyright Group
Defense Technical Information Center
Elsevier Science
Engineering Information
Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe
Foods Adlibra
IHS - Micromedia Ltd
Information Express
Inforonics, Inc.
INSPEC
INIST-CNRS
Institute for Scientific Information
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
The JELEM Company
Massachusetts Medical Society
Migration Information & Abstracts Service
Modern Language Association
National Agricultural Library
National Center for PTSD
National Library of Medicine
Optical Society of America
Ovid Technologies
Public Affairs Information Service
SilverPlatter Information
SmithKline Beecham
Swets & Zeitlinger
Thomson Business Information
University of Tulsa/Petroleum Abstracts

U.S. Geological Abstracts
H.W. Wilson Company
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